Abstract : The recent developments in chronobiology need a periodic components (PC) variation analysis for the signals expressing the biological rhythms. A precise estimation of the periodic components vector is required. The classical approaches, based on FFT methods, are inefficient considering the particularities of the data (short length). In this poster we propose a new method, using the sparsity prior information (reduced number of non-zero values components). The considered law is the Student-t distribution, viewed as a marginal distribution of a Infinite Gaussian Scale Mixture (IGSM) defined via a hidden variable representing the inverse variances and modelled as a Gamma Distribution. The hyperparameters are modelled using the conjugate priors, i.e. using Inverse Gamma Distributions. The expression of the joint posterior law of the unknown periodic components vector, hidden variables and hyperparameters is obtained and then the unknowns are estimated via Joint Maximum A Posteriori (JMAP) and Posterior Mean (PM). For the PM estimator, the expression of the posterior law is approximated by a separable one, via the Bayesian Variational Approximation (BVA), using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. Finally we show some results on synthetic data in cancer treatment applications.
Goal : -Precise estimation of periodic components corresponding to short signals. -Application in chronobiology : precise estimation of a ∼24h period (circadian) for a signal recorded four days. Classical methods -Fourier Transform based methods.
-well known, well understood, fast (via FFT). Drawbacks -Due to the fact that periods are not linear in the spectrum, lack of precision. -Application in chronobiology : For a four days signal, the closest picks in the spectrum for 24h corresponds to 19h and 32. -Via FT methods is not possible to distinguish a 23h of a 25h period.
Inverse Problem Approach
Model : -The proposed method for improving the precision consists in formulating the problem as an inverse problem. -The Inverse Fourier Transform establish a linear relation between the known data g and the periodic components amplitudes vector f :
-Noting g(t n ) = g n and f (t n ) = f n and defining the vectors
-Due to the potential modeling and measurement errors, the model will account for the errors and uncertainties :
Idea : Use the prior knowledge, i.e. sparsity to estimate f from an expression that contains the prior knowledge for f , translated via p(f ) and the likelihood translated via p(g|f ) through the Bayes Rule :
where θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 ) represents the hyperparameters (Full Bayesian, unsupervised).
Likelihood :
Lack of prior information leads to a zero-mean Gaussian stationary noise variance model from which we deduce the likelihood :
Prior : -Certain classes of distributions (heavy-tailed, mixture models) are well known as good sparsity enforcing priors -We propose a Student-t distribution for enforcing sparsity.
-Direct assignment of a Student-t distribution for p(f ) leads to a non-quadratic criterion when estimating. -The Student-t distribution can be expressed as an Infinite
Gaussian Mixture via a hidden variable, z. (Hidden variable z is modelled as the inverse variance of f ) :
Hyperparameters Prior : In a full Bayesian approach we want to assign distributions also for the hyperparameters. Conjugate prior concept leads to a Inverse Gamma distribution assigned for both variances, v and v f :
-JMAP of all the unknowns f , z, v , v f on the basis of the available data, g defined as :
) -Via alternate optimization with respect to unknowns result in :
Posterior Mean : -Posterior distribution is not a separable distribution, analytical computation of PM is difficult. -For computing the PM we first approximate the posterior law p(f , z, v , v f |g) with a separable law q(f , z, v , v f |g) by minimizing of the Kullback Leibler divergence :
-Minimization is done via alternate optimization -The choice of the exponential families for the priors and conjugate priors for hyperparameters leads to the conclusion that the approximated distributions remains in the same family :
-For all parameters of the distributions analytical expressions can be derived, leading to an iterative algorithm :
and β (0) (Bayesian) :
and β f (0) (NIPL) :
:
Results -synthetic data 
Conclusions
The proposed method is able to accurately estimate the periodic components for short sparse signals.
For such signals, the proposed method is superior to the classical FFT method, being able to provide information about any wanted point in the periodic component vector.
However, a better understanding of the impact of initialization and convergence of the algorithm is needed in order to consider the validation of the method complete.
The proposed method provides informations about the variances.
Perspectives
Study the impact of each hyperparameter used in the initialization procedure for the behaviour of proposed algorithm.
Apply the proposed method on real data. Adapt the proposed method for the multivariate case. Consider other priors for enforcing sparsity.
